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To believe in the power of ideas, believe in the promise of the architecture, believe in ourselves and, above 
all, to believe that everything imaginable is possible.
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Discover. Share. Create.

It will be the essence of the new Gold Coast Cultural Precinct. A place where space is no longer a static 
element: it is considered as the scene of the events flow. Every action in our lives generates new impulses and 
stimuli in other disciplines, encouraging their proliferation.
For this reason, the new Cultural Precinct must be generated, but above all it must generate, the liberty of expres-
sion, being th e image of the space shaped by the confluences that will gravitate and interact with it.

Space as a continuity. Continuity among the different parts of the building and between the building and the 
external environment. The parts that make up this set recognize the principle of the fourth dimension, the space-
time, which connects and relates the three basic elements of the project: Artscape, New Arts museum and Living 
Arts Centre.
They are designed as a single element, whose limits, hybridized with the environment, take on a new complex 
spatial configuration, creating together the new cultural centre of gravity.
In this project the external environment becomes part of the interior space, the limits of these two worlds interpe-
netrate, giving way to visitor’s liberty of expression. 
Just as in this project, the creative act is not only of the artist; it is the visitor who puts the work into contact with 
the world, by decoding and interpreting it, hence giving its contribution to the creative act. In this way, a strong 
sensory experience embracing all senses is determined.

In the same way, the essence of the space lies in the interaction of the elements that delimit it.

The space can be physically limited, but it is by nature infinite and intangible. It dissolves and evaporates into 
the infinite. In order to become visible, it must receive form and outlines both by nature and by man. A bit like 
art and entertainment, which will be the main essence of this place. This is why the project takes its form 
in a continuous transition of ephemeral, but at the same time very tangible scenarios. It is not by chance that the 
outside auditorium is placed below the two main bodies. It is their relationship and position that creates that 
non-existent but real “space” of the external “cavea”. 

The project is characterized by two monolithic blocks that have a strong connection with the ground. The design 
of these two objects result from the interaction of the paths’ dynamic flows revolving around them. Inside there 
are most of the required functions. Their shape and position, especially of the Living Art Centre, are due to 
the reuse of the old installation, as specified by the design brief. 
These two blocks are placed within a “built” vacuum, created and shaped, as in a tectonic movement, which 
gives life to the entire surrounding environment. 
Thus, space is created not only by new buildings, but also by a renewed concept of excavation, sculpting and sin-
king into the ground. A reshaped landscape, that configures and enlarges its possibilities, redefining them as “ar-
tificial extension of the landscape”. The result is an artificial landscape made by the manipulation of the 
ground, from which also emerges the idea of a lived and perceived architecture like second nature. A seamless 
interaction between architecture and landscape that will affect the whole Artscape, including the Green Bridge.

Being able to feel a world populated by complex and dynamic matter is the possibility to generate an urban 
landscape that is part of this continuous metamorphosis and therefore comparable to nature, especially to the 
human one and to its spirit, the true central theme of this project.
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Section B    

Plan 
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Section C   
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Main circulation
Support circulation
Vehicles circulation
Built garden pathways
Water circulation
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